Aircraft Regulations:
1) Any air-worthy aircraft that meets club requirements.
¾ Maximum .48 size engine (Based on AMA distance rule)
2) Any aircraft the owner deems expendable.

Pilot Requirements:
1) Air-worthy Aircraft as noted in “Aircraft Regulations”.
2) 5’ (foot) minimum length of cotton string for a streamer ribbon towline.
3) 60’ (foot) streamer ribbon (1” wide), mark end of ribbon with marking pen.

Rules:
1) Four (4) minute round based on the last pilot in the air.
2) Pilots must stay in a pre-determined combat box.
3) Streamer ribbons to be measured and a mark must be on the end of the ribbon,
inspection (at a central location) of the ribbon is required after each round.
4) Pilot must report in or a penalty will apply.
5) Size of sorte will be dependent on the number of participants.

Scoring Points:
1) Successful flight per round (complete 4 minute round or see Rule #8):
¾ Plus (+) 10 points per flight.
2) Cut competitor’s streamer ribbon:
¾ Plus (+) 20 points.
3) Your streamer ribbon is cut (ribbon mark is missing):
¾ Minus (-) 10 points.
4) Survive a mid-air (must complete the “4” minute round):
¾ Plus (+) 40 points.
5) Crash or Engine dies on take off or incomplete sorte (one take off attempt,
plane must be in the air):
¾ Plus (+) 5 points.
6) Spot landing (after 4 minute sorte has expired) flag target:
¾ Plus (+) 30 points closest aircraft, (+) 20 second place, (+) 10 third place.
7) Pilot not reporting in after each completed sortie:
¾ 0 (No) points will be awarded for that sorte.
8) Pilot cannot retrieve their plane until the “4” sorte has ended and all aircraft
have landed, if rule is broken:
¾ Pilots must terminate the sorte and fly clear of the field.
¾ Pilots land only when field is clear, pilots to keep accrued points.
NOTE:

Combat is open to anyone or any club member with a valid AMA card. “New AMA Combat
Rules” apply. This is a non-sanctioned event, so let’s have fun.
(4-23-06)
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Dave Waldecker
Bud Joachim
John Joachim
Ron Frantz
Al Fournier
Archie Kammer
Gary Wilkerson
Jack Delisle

28
16
48/38/26
25
18
32
38/26 (backup)
?

